Building an immune system from nine domains.
Four families of PRRs (pattern-recognition receptors) have been identified as important components of innate immunity, participating in the sensory system for host defence against the invasion of infectious agents. The TLRs (Toll-like receptors) recognize a variety of conserved microbial PAMPs (pathogen-associated molecular patterns) derived from bacteria, viruses, protozoa and fungi. They work in synergy with the cytosolic NLRs [NOD (nucleotide binding and oligomerization domain)-like receptors] (which sense bacteria), RLRs [RIG-I (retinoic acid-inducible gene 1)-like receptors] (which sense viruses) and CLRs (C-type lectin receptors) (which sense fungi). All of these receptor families signal an increase in the expression of a range of immune and inflammatory genes. The structural architecture of these receptors is conserved, involving seven distinct domains: the LRR (leucine-rich repeat) domain, the TIR [Toll/IL (interleukin)-1 receptor] domain, the NBS (nucleotide-binding site), the CARD (caspase recruitment domain), the PYD (pyrin domain), the helicase domain and the CTLD (C-type lectin domain). Two other domains, the Ig domain and the ITAM (immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activation motif) domain also participate and are also found in antibodies and TCRs (T-cell receptors), key proteins in adaptive immunity. This total of nine domains can therefore be used to construct immune systems which are common to many, if not all, species, allowing us to speculate on the minimum requirement for a complex immune system in structural terms. These insights are important for our overall understanding of the regulation of immunity in health and disease.